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Mosaic GLASUR Window Picture

Materials Used Article Number Quantity
Birch Discs, ø 80 - 120 mm, 10 -15 mm thick, 10 pieces 723441 1

Cold Glaze - Set, Cold Glaze 100 ml, Cold Glaze Hardener 100 ml, mixing cup, sticks 424222 1

Tiffany-Mosaic, transparent/opaque, 10 x 10 x 3 mm, 200g, blue-mix 597918 1

Tiffany-Mosaic, transparent/opaque, 10 x 10 x 3 mm, 200g, green-mix 597930 1

Glass Nuggets Mini, transparent-colourful, ø 10 - 12 mm, 200 pieces 563223 1

Binding Thread, ø 2 mm x 80 m, natural 537090 1

Recommended Materials/Tools
Hole Saw Professional,  ø 25-32-38-45-51-57-63-68 mm, cutting depth 28 mm, center drill replaceable, set of 8 350194 1

Mosaic Cutters, universal, 200 mm long 578264 1

Tools Needed
Drill, Scissors, Surface, Strong Foil (Transparent Cover), Mosaic Pliers, fine Sandpaper, Wooden Spatula 
(Toothpick)

Instructions
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1. Use the hole saw ø 68 mm to saw a hole into the birch discs. It results a ring. 

2. Mix a small amount of cold glaze, according to product instructions. (Mix cold glaze separately  for each birch 
disc, so that the glaze doesn´t harden during processing.)

3. Place the birch disc-ring on a clear cover. Attention! The lower edge of the disc must rest completely on the cover, 
there must be no gap. 

4. Fill a thin layer of cold glaze approx. 2 mm thick into the birch ring.

5. Cut the mosaic stones to your desired size.

6. Place them in the cold glaze. 

7. Let the cold glaze dry overnight.

8. Release the birch disc from the transparent cover. Now ring, cold glaze and mosaic are connected.

9. The birch disc absorbs some cold glaze. Work the absorbed traces of the cold glaze in the wood with sandpaper. 
Then the contrast becomes slightly weaker.

10. For hanging drill a hole in the birch disc with a ø 3 mm drill.

Last thread a piece of cord through the hole and knot it. 
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Have fun creating and enjoy! 
Your Opitec Creative Team!


